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==============★ ABSTRACT ★==============Dear readers, if you want to practice and
learn new words in Mandarin Chinese, I respectfully show you the Visual Chinese Vocabulary
series, which is a set of thematic vocabulary books with the following
characteristics:Goals:Facilitate the association between the word in Chinese characters and the
image of the concept representedFacilitate the identification of the word in Chinese characters
even if it is written in different styles else the common one presented in textbooks.Features in
printed version:Premium paperColor photographsKindle version features:Guided view featureTo
activate the guided view, double click on the kindleNavigation: Concept Image => Chinese word
=> Meaning / phonetic guide => Chinese word in different styles => full page with all elements
togetherHow to use: It is recommended to first navigate between the Concept Image, the
Chinese Word and the Meaning / Phonetic Guide. To reinforce learning, it is suggested to use a
notebook and pencil.Once you have learned the Chinese word, it is recommended to observe
the same word in different styles until you become familiar with
them.===========================================================★
DESCRIPTION★==============The main objective of the books belonging to the "Visual
Chinese Vocabulary" series is to make it easier for the reader to learn a set of Chinese words
related to a particular topic, allowing immediate association between the written term and the
image it represents.The secondary objective of the series is to facilitate the identification of the
characters that make up each word in several calligraphic styles; since in daily life, it is not
always possible to find the terms in the form they are written in textbooks.So, for each of the
books in the series, a careful selection of the words that compose them has been made,
according to the topic. In the same way, special care has been taken in the selection of each of
the images and the font used, both in Chinese and Western writing.Therefore, from the series
"Visual Chinese Vocabulary", there is nothing more to say else than the wish to every one of
you:Happy learning!

About the AuthorMilet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young
adults, and adults, featuring more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that
celebrate multiculturalism and multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.--This text refers to
the board_book edition.
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